Risk mitigation plan CAI Bühl 01.-06. June 2021
The OC of the CAI Bühl engaged me as hygiene manager to develop a risk mitigation plan
regarding Covid infections.
The following key mitigations will be implemented:
- Outdoor event. No indoor arena, rooms or tents will be available
- No spectators allowed
- Registration of all people on the showground. Health status will be checked
- All competitors, supporting personal, officials, trainers and team vets must show a
negative Covid 19 test or a proof of full vaccination since at least 14 days at the first
arrival to the showground
- Online registration office only. Information will be shared via WhatsApp
- Draw of starting order will take place outside with a minimum distance of 2 m. Only
one Chef d’Equipe per nation allowed. No competitors
- Face masks are obligatory in toilets, showers, stable tents and at the food & beverage
stand but also if a distance of 2 m to other persons can’t be kept
- Face masks are obligatory at the Vet Check. Only the person presenting a horse on the
lane is allowed to remove the face mask
- It is not allowed to tie horses in the stable lane. The stable lane must always kept clear
- Disinfections are provided at the entrances, toilets and showers
- Toilets and showers are cleaned and disinfected several times per day
- Food & beverages only to-go and in one-way-packaging
- No social event like welcome drinks or nations evening
- Prize giving ceremony only outdoor on Sunday for the combined competitions with
face masks and at least 2 m distance
- Meetings of several households are not allowed on the showground. Only one person
can meet with another household.
- From 9.00 pm to 5.00 am everybody must stay at his truck, caravan or hotel. Exception:
Taking care for horses
- Only driver and groom(s) are allowed on the carriage, no trainers nor guests
- Spitting protections will be installed at the food & beverage stand and in the judge
boxes

This bundle of restrictions should enable a safe event.
Best regards,
Dr. Laura Oberlin
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